PatMyBack - Service Overview
PatMyBack is an online student recognition programme for schools which allows parents, teachers and schools to effect
long-term positive change in students' motivation, effort and behaviour by acknowledging positive achievement and
rewarding it.

Parental Engagement

Effective Incentives
Key to the success of PatMyBack is making the rewards
relevant to your students. PatMyBack allows schools to
easily add relevant rewards, and students to pick the
ones that appeal to them, ensuring that students are
motivated to achieve their goals.

“
.

Students respond really well to PatMyBack.
You can feel them working harder and they
really want to earn PatPoints and really
appreciate recognition for work done well.

Constructive Feedback

PatMyBack includes a parent portal allowing full visibility
of their own child’s progress where they can make
pledges of further rewards based on achievement.

”

When allocating points, teachers can leave comments
providing both student and parents with specific
information on why the student has been rewarded and
how they can improve in future. Such information also
serves as an effective record of a student’s performance
which can be an effective aid in termly performance
reviews.

Healthy Competition
As well as charting each student’s progress, if desired,
PatMyBack allows students to view league tables,
comparing their achievements with those of their
classmates, introducing a competitive element which
further serves to motivate them to achieve.

Teacher Led
From its inception, PatMyBack has been designed
with the assistance of teachers to help ensure it
remains a practical application for the classroom.
Its user friendly interface is accessible from desktop
tablet and mobile ensuring parents, students and
teachers can access their PatMyBack account
whenever required.

Online student rewards

It’s been widely recognised that when parents take an
active interest in their child’s education a significant and
positive impact on that child’s attainment and progress at
school can be seen.
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House Competition
PatPoint totals are recorded for each house,
encouraging students to do even better, help their
house compete against the rest of the school and
win house rewards.
Appealing graphs and a
house point history make
it all the more compelling
for students, parents and
teachers.
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Hassle Free
PatMyBack is a completely online service. It can be set
up and tailored to your school with minimal effort. It
undergoes continual development, driven by feedback
from our schools.

